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Abstract: In recent years, privacy is an important issue when one wants to make use of data
that involves individuals sensitive information. Protection of individuals privacy is an
important activity in data publishing. Data publishing generate much fear over the
protection of individuals privacy. Many data holders are hesitate to provide their data for
data publishing due to the fear of breaking individuals privacy. Privacy preserving data
publishing (PPDP) is very important in our daily lives because these can be serious problem if
the data owner releases data without protecting the sensitive information. One of the
objective of privacy preserving data publishing is to hide the kind of information when data
are published. In this paper various PPDP techniques are given for preserving individuals
published data from the receiver.
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INTRODUCTION
Government and public sector websites publish huge amount of data for sharing among the
departments and also to public for research. Sensitive or confidential information of individuals
must be protected. Privacy is challenged through two kinds of attack that is attribute disclosure
and identity disclosure [1].
A. Need of Privacy Preserving Data Publishing:
In recent years, hardware technology have lead to an increase in the capability to store and
record personal data about consumers and individuals. This means that the personal data may
be misused for a variety of purposes. In order to improve the Privacy of individuals data privacy
preserving data publishing techniques are used[2].
Due to the rapidly increasing popularity of social networking sites on the web more and more
people participate in the social networks. So any data receiver can make attack or destroy the
published data which have sensitive information of the owner. Privacy is an important issue
when one wants to make use of data that involves individuals’ sensitive information.[3] Hence
there is a need of preserving the sensitive data of the owner before published it.
B. Privacy preserving data publishing:
Today most of the organizations need to published micro data. Micro data contain records
which have information about an individual entity. Means sensitive data of individuals. To
prevent sensitive data from the receiver new concept is developed is called privacy preserving
data publishing[4]. In privacy preserving data publishing, attributes in a table are divided into
two groups: non-sensitive attributes and sensitive attributes. The values in sensitive attributes
are hide from the public means it is private for individuals [5]. Privacy preserving data
publishing focuses on techniques for publishing data. Privacy preserving data primarily hide the
identity of record owners[6].
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II DATA COLLECTION and DATA PUBLISHING PROCESS
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In the data collection phase, the data holder collects data from records owners. In the data
publishing phase the data holder releases the collected data to a data recipient[7].
Privacy preserving data publishing mainly focuses on designing techniques to publish data
useful while preserving the privacy of individuals [8].In the basic form of privacy preserving data
publishing (PPDP), the data holder has a table of the form:
D(explicit identifier, Quasi identifier, Sensitive attributes, non-sensitive attributes)
Where explicit identifier is a set of attributes, such as name and social security number, which
explicitly identifies record owner. Quasi identifier is a set of attributes that potentially identifies
record owners. Sensitive attributes consist of person’s private or specific information and nonsensitive attributes contains all the remaining attributes which are not belongs to other
categories[6][7][9].
III PRIVACY PRESERVING DATA PUBLISHING TECHNIQUES
A. Generalization:
Generalizations a data privacy method in which attributes that could cause identity disclosure
are made less informative; sensitive values are replaced with a general none revealing value. An
example includes replacing the gender attribute value with “person” instead of “Male” or
“Female” [10][18].
In generalization technique replace the quasi identifier values with less specified values but
semantically consistent. Then all quasi identifier values in a group would be generalized to the
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entire group. If record in the same group must be close then to each other than generalizing the
record would not lose too much information [11].
Limitations:
Generalization techniques fails on high-dimensional data due to the curse of dimensionality and
it causes too much information loss due to the information distribution assumption[9][20] . By
using generalization it is prove that there is big amount of data losses for high- dimensional
data.
B. Bucketization:
In bucketization, tuples are divided into buckets and then to separate the sensitive attribute
from the non-sensitive attributes by randomly changing the sensitive attribute values with each
bucket. Bucketization is used as a method of constructing the published data from the original
table. In bucketization publisher can completely mask the identifying attribute and partially
mask some of the other non-sensitive attributes. While bucketization has better utility than
generalization [11][12].
Limitations:
Bucketization does not prevent membership disclosure because bucketization publishes the
quasi identifiers values in it’s original forms. Bucketization requires a clear separation between
quasi identifier and sensitive attributes. Sometimes there is a confusion that which is a quasiidentifier and which is sensitive attribute. Hence by separating the sensitive attribute from
quasi identifier attribute, bucketization breaks the correlations between the Quasi identifier
and sensitive attribute[9][20].
C. Suppression:
Suppression is a popular data privacy method in which data values that are unique and can be
used to establish an individual's identity are omitted from the published data set [14].
Suppression technique widely used to convert a normal table into anonymous table. It is a
highest level of generalization.
Limitations:
In suppression the data is suppressed and hide the original data means nothing related to
actual value. But when suppression is applied on record level it causes data distortion[15][16].
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D. k-anonymity:
k-anonymity is one of the popular technique of privacy preserving data publishing. The
database is said to be k-anonymous when attributes are suppressed or generalized until each
row is identical with at least k-1 other rows [17]. K-anonymity guarantees that the data release
is accurate. K-anonymity uses two techniques: generalization and suppression [22]. The
guarantee of k-anonymity is that no information can be linked to groups of less than kindividuals [9][11]. The Table is said to satisfy k-anonymity if the size of every equivalence class
is greater than or equal to k[8].
Limitations:
k-anonymity technique also have some limitations such as It does not cover given individuals in
the database. It opens individual’s sensitive attribute. It does protect against background
knowledge attack. k-anonymity algorithm fails to protect privacy[7][9][11].
E. l-Diversity:
While k-anonymity is effective in preventing identification of a record, it may not always be
effective in preventing inference of the sensitive values of the attributes of that record.
Therefore, the technique of l-diversity was proposed which not only maintains the minimum
group size of k, but also focuses on maintaining the diversity of the sensitive attributes[19].
Limitations:
l-diversity resolves the problems of k-anonymity. But l-diversity also faced the problem that it
does not prevent the probabilistic inference attack which tends to be more harmful to the
human data publisher [7].
F. Slicing:
The basic idea of slicing is to overcome the limitations of generalization and bucketization.
Slicing first partitions attribute into columns. Each column contains a subset or group of
attribute. This is called vertically partition of the table. Slicing also partition tuples into buckets.
Each bucket contains a subset of tuples. This is called horizontally partition of the table. After
that each bucket value in each column are randomly change to break the associations between
uncorrelated attributes [13][11]. Mainly slicing is use to break the association across columns
but to prevent or preserve the association within each column.
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Limitations:
Slicing preserves better utility than generalization and is more effective than bucketization for
sensitive attribute. But in slicing each attribute is present in exactly one column. There is a
scope of ‘overlapping slicing’ which releases more attribute correlations. Means sensitive
attribute includes in more than one column it provide better data utility[4][21].
IV COMPARITIVE STUDY OF PRIVACY TECHNIQUES
The below TABLE. I show the different privacy models with their advantage and disadvantage
Technique
Advantages
Generalization Sensitive values are replaced with a
general none revealing value.
Bucketization Randomly change the sensitive
attribute values with each bucket and
completely mask the identifying
attribute.
Suppression
It convert a normal table into
anonymous table.
k-anonymity
K-Anonymity assures that the data
released is perfect.
l-diversity
It provides privacy preserving even
when the data publisher does not
know what kind of knowledge is
possessed by the adversary
Slicing
It preserves better utility and protect
privacy. It can handle high
dimensional data.

Disadvantages
There is a big amount of data losses
for high- dimensional data.
Bucketization breaks the correlations
between the Quasi identifier and
Sensitive attribute
It causes data distortion.
It does not cover given individual in
the database.
Doesn’t prevent the probabilistic
inference attacks which tend to be
more intuitive to the human data
publisher.
In slicing each attribute is present in
exactly one column.

V CONCLUSION
Information sharing has become part of the routine activity of many individuals, companies,
organizations, and government agencies. Privacy-preserving data publishing is a promising
approach to information sharing, while preserving individual privacy and protecting sensitive
information. In this survey we have presented a comparative study of various privacy
preserving data publishing technologies with their advantages and disadvantages. Finally it is to
be concluded that the existing technologies could not fulfill the privacy preservation policy. So
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the researcher is trying to develop new technology for protecting individual privacy and
confidentiality in data publishing.
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